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OPPOSITE: Lincoln’s funeral train journeyed 1,650 miles to Springfield, Illinois. 

Chapter 1

IN THE  
SHADOW  

OF LINCOLN

Only five days after Robert E. Lee surrendered the Confed-
erate Army, a 26-year-old actor named John Wilkes Booth 
pulled the trigger of a derringer. The one-ounce pellet was the 

heaviest bullet ever fired in American history. It killed President Abraham 
Lincoln, who, after four years of indescribably bloody war, had hoped 
for a peace with malice toward none and charity for all. Not only did the 
conquered South lose the best friend it had for the unknown future, but 
also the victorious North, with Lincoln’s steady hand no longer at the 
helm, fragmented into political and social chaos that lasted far beyond 
the years of combat on the battlefields.

For the first half of the 19th century, Democrats had controlled Congress 
and the presidency. After the election of 1860, the exodus of 11 solidly 
Democratic Southern states left the newborn Republican Party firmly 
holding the reins of government. Yet the party had dangerous factions. 

Moderates such as Abraham Lincoln wanted to proceed carefully both 
during the war and in the peace that followed. A radical Republican 
element wanted slavery abolished immediately and the South severely 
punished. The Radicals never attained a majority among Republicans, 
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the military occupation of the South that would enforce these new laws. 
The edicts they rammed through dominated the ruined Confederate 
states for more than a decade, until 1877. Left on the sidelines were 
two of the most capable members of Lincoln’s Cabinet, Secretary of 
State William Seward and Secretary of the Treasury Salmon Chase. Yet 
both these men left legacies that helped to shape America’s future in 
important ways. 

The immense tides stirred by the long war continued to pit North against 
South long after the last shot was fired. In similar fashion, the men who 
did so much to direct the war continued to cast long shadows over the 
nation’s future. As harrowing as it had been, the Civil War proved to be 
only the foundation for the profound changes to come. 2

but they were the most determined and most aggressive members of the 
party. Many chaired important congressional committees. 

Knowing clearly what they wanted, and talented enough to achieve their 
aims in the midst of war, Radical Republicans became more influential as 
the conflict continued. By 1865, Lincoln was advocating reconciliation. 
Radical Republicans wanted retribution.

With Lincoln’s assassination, anger surged through the North. Many 
of the Northerners felt that the murder of the president was a final 
atrocity committed by the dying Confederacy. One of the Radicals 
shouted, “Lincoln had been too much the milk of human kindness to 
deal with these damned rebels! Now they will be dealt with according 
to their deserts!”

Vice President Andrew Johnson, a Southern Democrat placed on 
the Republican ticket in 1864 for wider appeal, had been viewed 
with disgust from the beginning. Secretary of State William Seward, 
the third link in the presidential chain, had been critically wounded 
by one of Booth’s co-conspirators. The nation, at a critical moment, 
was leaderless.

What followed was the ugliest power struggle in all American poli-
tics. For a decade, revenge and civil rights, egotism and impeachment, 
stretched the reaches of the government and marred the progress of a new 
nation trying to gain its footing.

The tide of revenge began with a Cabinet member who first assumed 
and then abused federal power to an extent not seen since the days of 
Andrew Jackson. Secretary of War Edwin Stanton assumed the reins 
of leadership in the power vacuum before the government returned 
from the long years of war to the normal balance exercised by its three 
branches. His primary scapegoat was Captain Henry Wirz, the com-
mander of Georgia’s infamous Andersonville Prison even though his 
responsibility for the mass starvations was unclear at best. With Presi-
dent Johnson rendered largely ineffective by the Radical Republicans, 
Representative Thaddeus Stevens and Senator Charles Sumner promul-
gated the rights of the newly emancipated slaves as well as established 

Lincoln meets with his Cabinet, unaware of the scale of the tumult ahead.
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He remained at Andersonville, and he was still attempting to remedy the 
horrible situation when Federal soldiers arrested him.

Lynch mobs waited at train stations as the captain was transported to 
Washington and placed in Old Capitol Prison. Then Secretary Stanton 
went after Wirz with the intensity of an assassin. Stanton orchestrated 
every detail of the military commission: establishing the charges (12 
counts of murder and inhuman cruelty to all inmates), handpicking the 
military judges, and hiring many of the 160 ex-prisoners who testified 
for the prosecution.

On August 25, the proceedings began. Witnesses seemed to vie to paint 
Wirz in the worst way. The bulk of the testimony was hearsay, double 
hearsay, exaggeration, or complete fabrication. Every witness presented 

Federal prisoners await meager rations at Georgia’s alarmingly  
overcrowded Andersonville Prison.

an unsubstantiated story. Prosecutors could not even produce the names 
of the 12 men Wirz supposedly killed. Whenever the defense sought to 
cross-examine a witness, the prosecution took umbrage at such attempts 
to impugn brave Union soldiers, and the judges concurred.

The legal travesty lasted 63 days before the court abruptly announced 
that it had heard enough. Wirz was adjudged guilty on all counts and 
sentenced to death. On the chilly morning of November 10, 1865, he was 
taken from his cell to a scaffold built in the prison courtyard. In a scene 
reminiscent of the French Revolution, soldiers chanted, “Andersonville! 
Andersonville!” A mob of civilians screamed for blood and vengeance.

When the trapdoor sprang, a last act of revenge occurred. One of the 
executioners had improperly positioned the noose. The fall should have 
broken Wirz’s neck and ended life instantly, but instead, his body oscillated 
back and forth as he was strangled to death.

The published record of the Wirz proceedings exceeded 5,000 pages and 
became a basic reference tool for ex-Union prisoners who penned their 
own “memoirs” of suffering in Confederate compounds. One soldier’s 
printed account dramatized the terrible treatment he had received at 
Andersonville—a year before the prison came into existence. He added 
that Captain Wirz personally shot him three times.

The huge population and death toll at Andersonville probably precluded 
other commandants—on either side—from being indicted for similar 
mistreatment. Indeed, in later years, former Confederates as well as a 
number of ex-prisoners came to Wirz’s defense. A highly controversial 
act occurred in 1909, when the United Daughters of the Confederacy 
dedicated at Andersonville a stone monument to the only Confederate 
executed after the Civil War.

A victim was found, tried not before a jury of his peers but before 
a military tribunal in an atmosphere ruled by the mob. It was one of 
the most blatant contraventions of the laws on which our country was 
founded. How ironic it is, in a nation so proud of its justice system, that 
on the site where Wirz was legally lynched now stands the U.S. Supreme 
Court Building. 2
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THADDEUS STEVENS
The Father of reconstruction

Biographers disagree on why Thaddeus Stevens had such an 
intense passion against slavery. To some writers, he saw the 
abolitionist cause early on as a good avenue for his political 

ambitions. Others feel that he identified with the oppressed, based on his 
own physical deformity. In either event, Stevens worked to achieve an 
interracial democracy and reacted savagely to those who differed with him. 

When the Southern states started a war in great part to preserve human 
bondage, Stevens’s rage was uncontrollable. He could not fight in the field, 
but he did succeed in gaining control of the House of Representatives and 
becoming the father of postwar reconstruction.

The most extreme of a Radical Republican, Thaddeus Stevens certainly 
looked the part. He was a fascinating mixture of idealism and hatred. 
Born in 1792 to poor parents and then abandoned by his father, he was 
clubfooted, tall but bent, and crowned by an ill-fitting wig after he lost his 
hair prematurely. He had burning eyes, a perpetual scowl, and a splenetic 
personality. His harshness of temper created enemies wherever he went, 
and that lack of comity frustrated many of his plans.

He never attended church. “I am one of the devil’s children,” he would say 
and point at his deformed foot. If one stared too long at it, Stevens would stick 
out his leg and snarl, “There! Look at it! It won’t bite!” He never took a wife, 
although for 20 years he maintained a relationship with a widowed mulatto 
housekeeper, Lydia Smith. Marriage he considered “licensed copulation.” 

Vehemently antislavery, the passionate Stevens rallied Radical Republicans  
around retribution on secessionist states. 
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He was unlucky in love as well. He married three times, and all three 
wives died prematurely. Hence, his equally ambitious daughter Catherine 
(Kate) became her father’s confidante and chief adviser.

Chase fully expected to push aside William Seward and gain the 1860 
Republican nomination for president. He was certain that his intelligence 
and majestic appearance outweighed what any other candidate offered. 
Yet Chase’s antislavery radicalism, along with his aloof manner, earned 
him too many enemies. Still, after he failed to win the Republican nod, 
he campaigned hard for his fellow Midwesterner Abraham Lincoln. Chase 
hoped to be named secretary of state. He received instead the Treasury 
Department; more disappointingly, he learned the news from a newspaper 
rather than from a member of the new administration.

This helped fuel a long-standing contentiousness with Secretary of State 
Seward. Chase had all the dignity and ostentation that Seward lacked. Yet the 

State Department operated on the greased rails of tact and diplomacy. Chase 
also found it difficult to serve under a president of lesser abilities. Even though 
a member of Lincoln’s inner circle, Chase often criticized Lincoln’s “blunders.”

Amid all his political maneuvering, Chase succeeded as Treasury Depart-
ment head almost despite himself. He had innate ability but little financial 
training. This showed in his failure to propose tax measures early in the 
war, when public enthusiasm was high, and that lack of funding proved a 
lasting problem. To make up for this lack of financial experience, he was 
smart enough to call on individuals with expertise in the field. Financier 
Jay Cooke and Congressman Elbridge Spaulding were major influences 
behind the hallmark National Banking Act of 1863. It created the first 
network of federally chartered banks from the 1,600 privately owned, 
state-chartered banks that had often issued their own currency. In lieu of 
gold and silver coin, the government issued paper currency (“greenbacks”) 
that were redeemable anywhere for anything.

Buoyed by public acceptance and carefully managed to avoid inflation, 
paper currency—in the words of Harper’s Weekly—“circulated like the 
fertilizing dew.” In time, Chase’s banking changes would be the forerunner 
of the Federal Reserve System.

On the negative side, Chase manipulated for the 1864 Republican 
nomination throughout his secretarial tenure. Twice he submitted letters 
of resignation, in addition to continual verbal threats of stepping down 
from the Cabinet—a move designed to cause Lincoln difficulties with the 
Radical wing of his party. The president, quite aware of the ploys, refused 
to let Chase go until he was certain of his own renomination. Then, to the 
shock of all, Lincoln accepted Chase’s third official resignation. “You and 
I,” he told Chase, “have reached a point of mutual embarrassment that 
cannot be overcome and is no longer in the interest of the public service.”

Before Chase could recover from the blow, Lincoln named him to suc-
ceed Roger Taney as Chief Justice of the United States. Chase could not 
decline the offer, even though the high judicial seat removed him from 
the political arena. As an example of his new impotence, Chase followed 
administering the presidential oath to Andrew Johnson by sending him 

Chase officiates the oath of office to Andrew Johnson in  
a private ceremony in the Kirkwood House parlor. 
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five long personal letters on how the nation should be put back together 
again. He received no response.

As Chief Justice, Chase was a surprising moderate on the Court. For 
starters, he blocked the movement to have Jefferson Davis tried for treason. 
One man should not be singled out as responsible for the Civil War, Chase 
stated. He coined the phrase “Universal Amnesty and Universal Suffrage.” 
He opposed military occupation of the South and the Tenure of Office 
Act, but he was helpless in blocking either. 

In the impeachment charge against Johnson, Chase thought that Radi-
cals were acting more stubbornly and irresponsibly than President Johnson 
was. Since this was the first indictment of a president, Chase set the ground 
rules that are still in effect. The House would issue the indictment; the 
Senate would act as a jury with a judge presiding, and the judge would 
cast the deciding vote in the event of a tie. 

It was a trying time for Chase. Old friends were ranged against him 
politically; he had to maintain order in an almost circuslike atmosphere. 
In the turmoil, some newspapers accused Chase of exercising undue influ-
ence for acquittal by cajoling wavering senators. The charge was untrue 
but could not be addressed by Chief Justice Chase. 

All the while, his hunger for the presidency persisted. Chase angled 
for the Democratic nomination in 1868, but neither party would have 
anything to do with him.

During his service on the highest court in the land, Chase displayed his 
tremendous ability once again. He rendered two highly important court 
decisions. In Ex parte Milligan, the Court decreed that a military trial of 
a civilian was unconstitutional. The problem stemmed from Lincoln’s 
use of military expediency to have individuals arrested and held without 
charge. (The Baltimore city council spent the entire war in a Boston prison 
for “suspect loyalties.”) For the decision before the Chase court, General 
Benjamin Butler was chief defense attorney, but his loquacious orations 
fell on deaf ears. The court’s ruling that it was unconstitutional for military 
courts to try civilians in regions where civilian courts functioned sharply 
limited federal powers in judicial matters.

The $10,000 bill, discontinued in 1934, honors Chase  
for issuing the first greenback bills in 1862.

The other signal case, Texas v. White, dealt directly with the issue of 
secession. Texas would always be a state, the Court proclaimed, even 
though its government and its citizens might have “formed an alien group.” 

In 1870, having worked too hard and eaten too much, Chase had 
the first of two heart attacks. On March 4, 1873, a skeletal figure with 
slurred speech and diminished abilities administered the oath of office to 
U. S. Grant. The ceremony, conducted in frigid weather, sapped much of 
Chase’s remaining strength. On May 7, he died of a stroke. His passing 
also signaled the era of a Radical Republicanism that, beneath the shadow 
of Lincoln, had left a great deal of political damage for successors to mend. 

Today, Chase National Bank is named for the wartime treasury secretary. 
Perhaps fitting his ambition, his portrait appears on the $10,000 bill, the 
largest denomination of currency ever printed. (Only 300 such bills are 
in circulation.) A deeply pious man, Chase attended church three times 
on Sunday and often quoted psalms while in the bathtub. It was Secretary 
of the Treasury Chase who ensured that the national motto, “In God We 
Trust,” appeared on all American currency.

Nevertheless, the ambition and the pomposity could not be hidden. Ohio 
senator Benjamin Wade once observed, “Chase is a good man, but his theol-
ogy is unsound. He thinks there is a fourth person in the Holy Trinity.” 2
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OPPOSITE: Soldiers survey the ruins of Richmond, Virginia, in 1865. 

Chapter 2

WHEN THE  
REBELS CAME 

MARCHING 
HOME

By the spring of 1865, the great Old South lay ravaged. 
Southerners were a proud people who had staked all and lost 
all. Cities, homes, and barns were burned, once prosperous 

fields were in ruins, railroads had no tracks, roads lacked bridges. Law and 
order no longer existed to stop guerrillas and deserters who plundered 
defenseless civilians.

A quarter of a million of the South’s young men were dead. Close to 
the same number were crippled by wounds or broken in health. Almost 
half the South’s livestock and farm machinery had been destroyed. Equally 
damaging was having to adjust to political and social changes brought 
about by defeat, as well as by the emancipation of 3.5 million slaves.

The compassionate hand of Abraham Lincoln was gone. General George 
Pickett’s reaction was typical of thousands of former Confederates: “The 
South has lost her best friend and protection in this her direst hour of need.”

Northern victory brought immediate problems, all tainted by vindic-
tiveness. Radical Republicans controlling Congress regarded secession as 
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burn Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, as retaliation for Federal depredations 
in the Shenandoah Valley.

That autumn, in the Second Valley Campaign, overwhelming numbers 
of Federals under General Philip Sheridan badly defeated Early in three 
major engagements. The South lost the region known as the “Breadbasket 
of the Confederacy.” Early received heavy criticism even though a Con-
federate general praised the “fearlessness with which he fought against all 
odds and discouragements.” However, public outcry forced Lee to relieve 
Early from command a month before the war ended.

Old Jube sternly refused a pardon from his hated enemy. Over the next 
few years he fled successively to Texas, Mexico, and Canada. He eked 
out a living from checks sent by family members and friends. While in 
Canada, Early published his version of the Second Valley Campaign, A 
Memoir of the Last Year of the War for Independence, in the Confederate 
States of America. The 125-page apologia was the first printed narrative 
by a Southern general—and the first among many printed recollections 
and accusations he would write.

Early’s initial intention was to move permanently to New Zealand to get 
as far from the federal government’s occupation as possible. He had made no 
effort to gain a pardon or regain citizenship, but on Christmas Day 1868, 
President Johnson announced an unconditional amnesty to all former 
Confederate leaders. This enabled Early to return to Virginia. In 1869, he 
moved to Lynchburg and began a leisurely law practice. When he received 
word of newspaper speculation that he was running for governor, the old 
soldier quashed the report at once by writing to the editor, “If I were made 
governor, I would have the whole state in another war in less than a week.”

To the contrary, he toiled endlessly to keep the Confederacy alive. 
Always clad in gray suits, Early served as president successively of the Lee 
Monument Association, Southern Historical Society, and Association of 
the Army of Northern Virginia. Former general P. G. T. Beauregard chose 
Early to co-manage the Louisiana Lottery. The job entailed little work, 
so Early spent much of his time engaged in vicious public debates with 
anyone who criticized the South.

Southern pride personified, Jubal Early poses for a portrait.

The cult of the “Lost Cause” was largely his creation. To Early, the 
Civil War was simply defined: a contest of might over right. He used the 
monthly magazine Southern Historical Society Papers as a platform. His 
vehemence of irreconcilability made him the chief spokesman for the 
defeat-with-honor movement. As one historian wrote, Early “fashioned 
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ELIZABETH VAN LEW
Princess of espionage 

Espionage was in its infancy during the Civil War. Many 
volunteer spies on both sides gathered information—and 
misinformation. The art of analysis was lacking; hence, so 

was authenticity. However, amid such clandestine confusion emerged 
Elizabeth Van Lew, whom historians have praised for running “the most 
productive espionage operation” of the war. 

Van Lew was the daughter of a prosperous Richmond merchant. The 
family lived in a three-and-a-half-story mansion on Church Hill, the high-
est of the city’s seven hills. Diagonally across the street was the church where 
Patrick Henry had made his “Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death” speech.

“Lizzie” was well educated and intelligent, and after her father’s death, 
she and her mother carried on the family business. In her mid-40s when 
the Civil War opened, she was only 4 feet 10 inches tall. Darting blue 
eyes, an oversize nose, and hair in ringlets were her most conspicuous 
features. In sentiment, she was an outspoken abolitionist and an uncom-
promising Unionist. 

Fighting had not begun in earnest when Van Lew organized a few citizens 
who shared her views into a spy ring. She justified her actions with the 
statement “I do not know how they can call me a spy for serving my own 
country within its recognized boundaries.” Her goals were to gather mili-
tary and political information for Federal use and to help captured soldiers 
escape from Libby Prison, immediately downhill from the Van Lew home.

Among her agents were two former slave women, one of whom, Mary 
Bowser, gained employment in the Jefferson Davis residence. Almost daily 
Van Lew received valuable news from the Confederate White House. Mean-
while, she converted her mansion into a veritable fortress by triple-locking 
the heavy doors and building secret passageways to hidden rooms.

The Van Lew wealth and social reputation at first put the family above 
suspicion. Yet Lizzie’s shrewd and resourceful mind developed a unique 
cover to conceal her activities: She assumed the airs of a lunatic. She 
would walk the streets of Richmond in outlandish clothing, her ringlets 
in disarray, singing nonsensical songs to herself. A vacant expression might 
suddenly turn into wild gestures as her eyes rolled back and forth.

The ruse worked. No one wanted anything to do with “Crazy Betsy,” 
as she was widely known.

Through a combination of charm, innocence, and praise, Van Lew 
obtained permission from Confederate Provost Marshal John Winder to 

A photo of Libby Prison discloses the grounds  
where Van Lew mined information for the Union cause. 
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peculiar snapping motion. His voice, one soldier recalled, “was tenor and 
ringing.” Rarely did Hampton display excitement. The hotter the fight, 
the cooler he seemed to become. Steadily, he evolved into one of the great 
cavalry officers of the Civil War.

Hampton was conspicuous in every battle of which he was a part. By 1863 
he was one of two brigade commanders in General Jeb Stuart’s mounted 
arm of Lee’s army. Hampton suffered his first family tragedy at the June 9 
Battle of Brandy Station, when his younger brother was killed in the action.

The relationship between Stuart and Hampton was not close. The two 
men had contrasting personalities, with Stuart tending toward the flam-
boyant and Hampton more introverted. State rivalry also played a role. 
After one engagement, Hampton declared, “I suppose Stuart will as usual 
give all the credit to the Virginia brigades. He praises them on all occasions, 
but does not often give us credit.”

At Gettysburg, Hampton’s fellow brigadier, Fitzhugh Lee, ordered a 
cavalry charge in Hampton’s absence. The Carolinian rushed onto the 
field to rally his men. He received two saber strokes to the head as a result, 
and a surgeon had to shave half of Hampton’s skull. The general took 
it good-naturedly. “Striking, if not beautiful,” he wrote of his injuries, 
although “the flies play the mischief as they wander over the bald side.”

It took Hampton four months to recuperate. He gathered fresh troops 
from South Carolina, returned to duty, and spent the rest of the war 
confronting threats and staging raids. His victory over General Philip 
Sheridan at Trevilian Station was a badly needed success during Grant’s 
1864 Overland Campaign. When Stuart was killed at Yellow Tavern in 
May, Hampton moved up to command of all of Lee’s cavalry.

The September “Beef Raid” was his most publicized feat. Confederates 
rode 100 miles in 12 hours and captured 11 wagons plus 2,468 cattle 
that had been grazing only six miles from Grant’s headquarters. The 
meat fed Lee’s army for a month, and the hides filled a critical need for 
foot covering. 

In another engagement a month later at Hatcher’s Run, Hampton’s son 
Preston fell mortally wounded while his father was directing the action. 

“Presidential fever” plagues the Senate, Hampton included,  
in an artistic expression of disillusionment. 

Hampton rushed to the youngster, held him in his arms, and murmured: 
“My son, my son.” The general kissed the boy and returned to the battle.

Hampton was recruiting at home when, in January 1865, he was pro-
moted to lieutenant general. He became one of but three Southern generals 
without formal military training to attain that rank. The war ended before 
Hampton could return to Lee’s army.

The once wealthy planter faced widespread destruction from Sherman’s 
forces as well as personal poverty. “He looks crushed,” a neighbor stated. 
“How can it be otherwise?”

The ex-general accepted Confederate defeat, but he never conceded that 
the Southern cause was wrong. Like Robert E. Lee, Hampton went to 
work to rebuild his home country. “The very fact that our State is passing 
through so terrible an ordeal as the present,” he stated, “should cause her 
sons to cling the more closely to her.”

Radical Republicans levied heavy reconstruction on the South. Hamp-
ton toiled constantly to redeem and reunite the Union. He declined offers 
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secession boiled overhead, he left the academy to become head of the 
St. Louis streetcar system. He wept at the news of Fort Sumter but duti-
fully asked for reinstatement in the army. A colonelcy promptly followed.

Sherman’s solid conduct at the Battle of First Manassas two month later 
brought him promotion to brigadier general. However, the prospect of the 
long and bloody struggle ahead, the arduous task of converting uneducated 
volunteers into seasoned soldiers, and the assignment to backwater duties 
in Kentucky were more than Sherman could bear. He suffered a nervous 
breakdown. Newspaper reporters, whom he openly classified as snoopers 
and liars, gleefully announced that the general had become insane.

Early in 1862, Sherman returned to duty and joined U. S. Grant’s 
forces in the western theater. He served in all the major engagements on 
the west side of the Appalachian Mountains and became Grant’s most 
trusted lieutenant. Of the close relationship between them, Sherman 
snapped at a correspondent late in the war, “He stood by me when I 
was crazy, and I stood by him when he was drunk. Now we stand by 
each other always.”

When Grant took over supreme command of the Union armies in the 
spring of 1864, he placed Sherman in charge of the western theater. The 
always unkempt Sherman conducted a less than brilliant campaign to seize 
Atlanta. But his attitude toward the war had undergone a sharp change. 
Sherman became convinced that military engagements alone would not 
bring down the proud South and that war had to be taken to the civilian 
population via destruction of personal property. Break the Southern will 
to resist and the Confederacy would die. “If the North can march an army 
right through the South,” Sherman told Grant, “it is proof positive that 
the North can prevail.” Once the South surrendered, he stated, he hoped 
to regain many lost friendships.

What followed was the introduction of total warfare. Sherman left 
Atlanta in flames; his 60,000 veterans formed a 40-mile-wide prairie fire 
of destruction as they swept eastward toward the sea. The Union target, 
Savannah, fell without a fight. Sherman then proved a man of his word 
in regard to regaining “friendships.” His lenient treatment of Savannah 

The audacious Sherman scans the landscape from the  
Union line near Atlanta.

residents went far in making defeat palatable. Federals then burned their 
way through South Carolina—“the seedbed of the Confederacy”—but 
exercised restraint during final operations in North Carolina.

Sherman’s “scorched earth” tactics certainly shortened the Civil War. 
On the other hand, his surrender terms were so tolerant that the Johnson 
administration rejected them while the press branded Sherman a traitor. 
He in turn refused to shake Secretary of War Edwin Stanton’s hand at the 
May 1865 Grand Review in Washington.

With victory secure, Sherman wanted all punishment of the South to 
cease. It was time to rebuild, he felt. This “soft policy” ran counter to 
the aims of the Radical Republicans who ran Congress. Sherman was 
dispatched 1,500 miles away to command the Department of the Trans- 
Mississippi. However, in 1869, Grant, now president, named him general 
in chief. Sherman held that post for the next 14 years.

Unfortunately, his racial prejudices shone shamefully for a second time. 
On the “March to the Sea,” the general had ignored thousands of runaway 
slaves trailing in the army’s wake. His biases became more pronounced 
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He jokingly told a friend that during the war, he destroyed rail lines; 
now he wanted to build them. Scraping together sufficient funds, he 
purchased a controlling interest in a proposed line, the Selma, Marion, 
and Memphis Railroad.

He served five years as president of the developing rail line and in 
1875 retired because of ill health. He mellowed with age and joined the 
Presbyterian Church. Although he lived comfortably, the general never 
recouped his prewar fortune. Bedridden toward the end, he came to weigh 
less than 100 pounds. Forrest was 56 when he died on October 19, 1877, 
of chronic diarrhea. The general was buried in his Confederate uniform 
in Memphis’s Elmwood Cemetery. With his burial, legends about him 
began—and continue.

On one reported occasion, Forrest was working on his farm. He allowed 
his favorite horse, King Philip, to graze in the front yard. When a Union 
cavalry company rode past the home, King Philip dashed toward the 
group, “teeth bared and front feet flailing.” 

As Forrest fought to restrain the animal, the Union captain shouted, 
“General, now I can account for your success! Even your horses fought 
for you!”

Other legends had a more factual basis. William T. Sherman, who 
regularly complained about “that devil Forrest,” supposedly said after the 
war, “Give me Union infantry and Confederate cavalry and I can conquer 
the world.”

The Confederate cavalryman was the principal innovator of “mounted 
infantry.” He predated modern strategies that require mobile staging of 
troops, such as the German Blitzkrieg of World War II, by advancing 
rapidly with mounted infantry and enveloping an enemy position in a 
surprise, usually overwhelming assault. Today’s use of airborne infantry 
divisions is another extension of Forrest’s principles. His tactics, one mili-
tary analyst stated, were “a preeminent example of warfare’s evolution from 
heavy columns and clashing armies to speed, stealth, and subterfuge.” 2

Satirical sketches vilify four Democratic figures, three of whom  
were former Confederate officers, including Forrest.
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HERMAN HAUPT
Winning the War by rail

One man who qualifies as among the top dozen individuals 
responsible for Union victory was born in poverty. Herman 
Haupt went to work at the age of ten to help support his 

Philadelphia-based family. At 14, he became the youngest cadet ever to 
enroll in West Point. Haupt initially was too small to handle the musket 
when performing the manual of arms.

Following graduation in 1835, Haupt served for two months before 
resigning from the Army. He was fascinated by the burgeoning expansion 
of a new conveyance known as a railroad and served as a construction 
engineer for what became the Western Maryland line. His first patent was 
for a novel bridge construction known as the Haupt truss. So sturdy was 
his design that two of the spans still exist today.

In 1840, Haupt began a seven-year tenure as professor of mathematics 
and engineering at Pennsylvania College. The rail spirit beckoned again, 
and he became general superintendent for the huge Pennsylvania Railroad. 
In 1851 he published a highly respected manual, The General Theory of 
Bridge Construction. Haupt was hard at work on a new rail line and the 
five-mile Hoosac Tunnel in Massachusetts when the Civil War began. 
Financially prosperous, with a wife and 11 children, Haupt had little 
interest in volunteering for combat.

Both sides speedily realized how vital railroads were to military opera-
tions. Without trains, it was impossible to feed, equip, and move the large 

armies maneuvering over vast regions. The Federal government addressed 
the issue with the January 1862 creation of the United States Military Rail-
road—which, by war’s end, became the largest rail network in the world.

On April 27 of that year, Secretary of War Edwin Stanton appointed 
Haupt chief of the bureau with the rank of colonel. The war secretary 
obviously did not know Haupt well. What he hired was a brusque, out-
spoken, no-nonsense individual who refused to wear a uniform, declined 
compensation because he was still working part-time on the Massachu-
setts project, and preferred not to work on the Sabbath unless “necessity 
imperatively requires it.”

Worse for the Federal bureaucracy, the 45-year-old Haupt considered 
military officers to be intruders in civilian railroad work. He also dismissed 
the Quartermaster Department as incompetent from top to bottom. As 
superiors grumbled, Haupt embarked on bringing order out of chaos.

He started with the three war-damaged rail lines coursing through north-
ern Virginia. Major repairs were the first order of the day. Haupt recruited 
civilian railroad workers and former slaves into construction teams. “The 

A locomotive dubbed General Haupt honors the railroad virtuoso.
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railroad is entirely under your direction,” he told the employees. “No 
military officer has any right to interfere with it.”

The first and most noteworthy achievement was the rebuilding of a trestle 
high above the chasm of Potomac Creek. Amid rain and mud, using green logs 
and saplings, Haupt oversaw construction of a bridge 80 feet high and 400 feet 
long—in nine days. When Abraham Lincoln visited the site, he termed the 
trestle “the most remarkable structure that human eyes ever rested upon.” The 
president told his Cabinet, “Loaded trains are running every hour, and upon 
my word, gentlemen, there is nothing in it but beanpoles and cornstalks.”

Haupt also erected blockhouses to defend key bridges. He trained 
workers to be soldiers when threatened. Crews restored damaged lines in 
seemingly miraculous fashion. An awed contraband exclaimed that “the 
Yankees can build bridges quicker than the Rebs can burn them down.”

In addition to making prefabricated parts for his spans, Haupt ensured 
that the trains ran on schedule. Boxcars no longer stood idly on sidetracks. 

Orchestrating efforts off the battlefield, Haupt’s contributions  
to Union victory cannot be overstated. 

During the 1862 Fredericksburg Campaign, Haupt shipped 800 tons of 
supplies daily to the Union Army. His most spectacular feat for the Army of 
the Potomac came at Gettysburg. His trains daily carried 1,500 tons of mate-
riel to the battle area—and then filled the empty boxcars with thousands 
of wounded soldiers bound for hospitals in Washington and Baltimore.

The colonel declined a brigadier’s rank late in 1862 because he was still 
chief engineer for a New England rail line. In September 1863, Stanton 
demanded that Haupt accept promotion to general and devote his full atten-
tion to the military rail system. The railroad wizard, however, had no inten-
tion of becoming immersed in chain-of-command frictions. He resigned 
from the army to return to what he loved most: railroad construction.

First, Haupt gained a patent for a new rock-drilling machine. He super-
intended the creation and improvement of a number of lines, including 
major sections of the Southern Railway and the Richmond and Danville 
lines. He invested heavily in the Northern Pacific Railroad. Later, and in 
spite of opposition from both rail lines and Standard Oil Company, Haupt 
was instrumental in laying an oil pipeline stretching from the Allegheny 
Valley of Pennsylvania to the Baltimore seaboard. This endeavor proved 
the practicality of transporting oil by underground channels.

Such enterprises brought wealth. For one source of relaxation, Haupt 
and his wife purchased and refurbished a resort hotel atop a mountain in 
southwest Virginia. Named Mountain Lake, it was later the setting for 
the movie Dirty Dancing.

Haupt died December 14, 1905, of a heart attack. Appropriately, he 
was on a train bound for Washington at the time of the fatal seizure. He 
had the distinction of being the last living member of his West Point class. 
Funeral services were held at Laurel Hill Cemetery in Philadelphia.

“That man Haupt,” as Lincoln termed him, was a civil engineer, rail-
road builder, entrepreneur, administrator, promoter, and investor. He, 
more than anyone else in the war years, showed both the potential and 
the rewards of smoothly working rail lines. Ahead of his time in technical 
thinking, quarrelsome but efficient, Herman Haupt was the Civil War 
architect who showed how “victory rode the rails.” 2
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OPPOSITE: Since 1800 the Library of Congress has housed some of the nation’s 
greatest intellectual and artistic works.

Chapter 4

An  

Unexpected 
Muse

The Civil War was the first great media event in American 
history. The public wanted to know all about it. Appetites 
of those back home grew for reports, illustrations, and 

personal observations. This led to the emergence of new voices inspired 
by the struggle across an array of fine arts, from photography and 
drawing to music and literature. These artists then continued their 
work well beyond the war to become figures that are immediately 
recognized today. 

Mathew Brady brought the stark images of individual soldiers and the 
debris of battlefields into family parlors with the advances that he made 
in the new science of photography. His impressive collection of 10,000 
portraits and group photographs now resides in the Library of Congress. 
Although he ruined himself personally, going deeply in debt to finance this 
prodigious body of work, he is considered the father of photojournalism. 

Images of the war appeared in a more familiar guise as well: through 
drawings and paintings. One of the most famous American painters of all 
time, Winslow Homer, worked throughout the war to create field sketches 
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great distance because of his limited eyesight. He lost all his equipment 
and was later found wandering helplessly in the woods near Bull Run.

Brady’s resolve to film the war remained unbroken. Now painfully aware 
of his nearsightedness, he had associates Alexander Gardner, Timothy 
O’Sullivan, George Barnard, and others do the actual photographing of 
war scenes. Brady shocked the North in October 1862 when he put on 
public display in New York a group of photographs taken of dead soldiers 
and horses scattered over the Antietam battleground. The New York Times 
stated, “Mr. Brady has done something to bring home to us the terrible 
reality and earnestness of war . . . [He] has brought bodies and laid them 
in our door and along the streets.”

The visually impaired photographer contributed the most important 
visual documentation of the Civil War. Much of our understanding of 
the struggle comes from his images, which included individual soldiers in 
every form of uniform, camp scenes, groups of soldiers, battlefields, river 
crossings, field hospitals, armies on the march, railroads, seaports, naval 
vessels, executions, and scores of portraits of key figures, beginning with 
Lincoln and Grant. Through this mammoth body of work, Brady became 
the most important name in 19th-century American photography.

Not surprisingly, by war’s end Brady’s fame had spread far and wide. 
He had taken three-fourths of the known photographs of the Army of the 
Potomac. Financially, however, he was broke from accumulating too many 
loans and making a series of bad investments. Producing 10,000 plates 
had cost him $100,000. Cartes de visite had proved far more popular than 
formal portraits, and large-scale competition had cut into profits. Worse, 
the public had grown weary of wartime images. 

By 1879 a deal to sell his collection to the New-York Historical Soci-
ety collapsed, and Brady filed for bankruptcy. With some reluctance the 
federal government paid him $25,000 for all his images. That cleared his 
indebtedness for the time being. Still, he was forced to close down the 
Washington studio. He had continued to grant free admission to his New 
York gallery until a friend, P. T. Barnum, of circus fame, persuaded Brady 
to institute a ten-cent charge to see the photograph and to add the middle 

Photos made the aftermath of fighting, like this scene at Antietam,  
visible to the world. 

initial “B” to his name for greater prestige. The fees did not offset a litany 
of lawsuits, another bankruptcy, and the closing of the New York store, 
which reduced Brady to poverty.

His wife’s death in 1887 was a blow from which Brady never recovered. 
He fell victim to depression and alcoholism, which in turn led to the 
deterioration of his health. A traffic accident resulted in a broken arm 
and leg. On January 15, 1896, the forgotten photographer died in the 
charity ward of New York–Presbyterian Hospital. Although veterans of the 
Seventh New York Zouaves paid for his funeral, Brady is buried beneath 
the simplest of stones in Washington’s Congressional Cemetery.

Late in life he stated, “My greatest aim has been to advance the art of 
photography and to make it what I think I have, a great and truthful 
medium of history.” Despite his financial failings, he left a tremendous 
legacy indeed. A huge block of his photographs formed the nucleus for 
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1912’s ten-volume Photographic History of the Civil War, and the bulk of 
the Brady Collection is stored in the Library of Congress. 

The reportage of war had been changed forever. It had been brought 
home to the living rooms of all those awaiting the latest news. From that 
time forward, his photos inspired journalists in future wars, and when 
the media of film and television came along, every citizen could see  
the terrible price that soldiers must pay. Indeed, even today the sepia 
prints Mathew Brady produced show in stark terms the terrible scars 
war leaves behind. 2 

WINSLOW HOMER
Bringing the Conflict  

to life on Canvas

Photography was not the only way that the folks by the 
hearth could experience the Civil War. Artists skilled at draw-
ing roved the battlefields and camps of soldiers to produce 

illustrations of a soldier’s life. Among them three men stand out: Winslow 
Homer was the most famous painter, Thomas Nast the leading artist, and 
Alfred Waugh the most prolific battlefield sketcher. Homer is best known 
today for his marine subjects, but his series of Civil War scenes served as 
his “apprenticeship” and brought him national attention.

Homer was a Boston native whose mother, an amateur watercolorist, 
was his first teacher and always his best friend. At 19, Homer went to 
work for a Boston lithographer. For the next decade he toiled over sheet 
music covers and images of 40-odd state senators. In 1857, he set out as 
a freelance illustrator, composing both urban and rural drawings. He was 
25 when he decided that what he really wanted to do was paint. He took 
five quick night-school lessons from an obscure French artist, and his talent 
did the rest. Within four years his paintings earned him full membership 
in the National Academy of Design.

The Civil War was a great boost in Homer’s career. Harper’s Weekly 
commissioned him to go to Washington, find the Union Army, and create 
portrayals of camp life and battles. His first sketch was of Lincoln passing 
through New York City en route to his inauguration. Homer followed 

Brady went from portrait photographer to journalist with the onset of war.
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THOMAS NAST
Cartoons Worth  

a Thousand Words

According to an aphorism that predates the Civil War, “The 
pen is mightier than the sword.” Thomas Nast proved its 
validity in his own fashion, and in the process he became one 

of the most influential figures in 19th-century America. His pen, mostly 
dipped into satire and often in tears, regularly aroused an apathetic public 
to indignation and action. He did not have to be a man of letters. His pen 
did the talking for him.

Nast was only ten years old when his German parents immigrated to 
America amid one of the human tidal waves from Europe. His father was 
a trombonist in an army band, and his son began drawing at an early age. 
In school, art was the only subject he enjoyed, which caused an exasperated 
teacher to say, “Go finish your picture. You will never learn to read or write.”

After a year of studying art, Nash began his career with Frank Leslie’s 
Illustrated Newspaper, a 16-page weekly publication in New York. The 
artist opened a new field of journalism with his caricatures. In 1862 he 
moved up to the staff of Harper’s Weekly, a similar newspaper but with a 
national circulation of more than 120,000 readers. The tense atmosphere 
of wartime suited the young artist’s strong moral convictions. In turn, his 
feelings matched the militant mood swirling through the North.

Nast never made any attempt to conceal his prejudices. He hated any-
thing pertaining to slavery. Small and stocky in stature, he was bullied 

as a child by Irish youths in the neighborhood. He also witnessed Irish 
attacking freedmen. For these reasons, the Irish became Nast’s symbol for 
mob violence. And he was always on the lookout for dishonest politicians.

His first drawing in a 25-year association with Harper’s Weekly appeared 
September 20, 1862. “The Color Bearer” invoked sectional patriotism 
and rage against a detested enemy. That the sketch appeared only three 
days after the Battle of Antietam made it timely and more prized. Every 
1862 drawing by Nast was an indictment of the Confederacy—save two.

For some reason he developed an affinity for Christmas. In his drawing 
“Christmas Eve,” a wreath of evergreens formed a scene of a wife praying 
at home with sleeping children beside her, while a second wreath framed 
a soldier seated at a campfire and gazing longingly at small pictures of his 
family. Nast’s subsequent creation of Santa Claus, the American spirit of 
Christmas, won him worldwide acclaim. For a quarter century thereafter, 
Nast annually produced Santa Claus in varying poses.

Nast’s poignant “Christmas Eve” addresses the pain  
of war-imposed family separation.
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Prosperity allowed Root to move his Chicago location in 1863 to a site 
four times larger. In all, he contributed 35 songs to the war effort. He 
gained national recognition and the appreciation of every Northern soldier 
who sang or understood music. After the end of hostilities, a Confederate 
officer told his former enemies, “Gentlemen, if we’d had your songs, we’d 
have whipped you out of your boots!”

Root was the most prolific composer of the Civil War. He rode that fame 
well into the postwar years by climbing aboard various bandwagons. A 
strong supporter of the temperance movement, he applied new lyrics to 
some of his Civil War tunes. “Just Before the Battle, Mother” was reissued 
with new verses as “Promise Me.” The soldier song “Kingdom Coming” 
appeared as “The Temperance Sheep.” For U. S. Grant’s 1868 presidential 
bid, Root even changed “The Battle Cry of Freedom” to “The Ballot Box 
of Freedom.”

Turning to hymns, Root made similar transitions. “The Prisoner’s Hope” 
reappeared as “Jesus Loves the Little Children,” while “The Vacant Chair” 
became “Life’s Railway to Heaven.” Root remained the nation’s preeminent 
composer until the appearance in World War I of George M. Cohan.

At one point Root fell seriously ill, whereupon his physician diagnosed 
“a condition of the brain.” A friend suggested weight lifting, and Root’s 
health returned to normal.

The 1871 Chicago fire destroyed all his company’s sheet music, but plates 
and copyrights survived. A year later, the University of Chicago bestowed 
on Root a doctor of music degree. He soon turned to writing cantatas and 
produced 28 in all. Decades before Walt Disney’s Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs, Root and his daughter composed an operetta based on the same story. 

In 1891, Root commented, “I cannot imagine a pleasanter life for myself 
than the one I now live.” Four years later, on August 6, 1895, while going 
through a normal workday at his Bailey Island, Maine, home, Root died 
of a heart attack. He was buried in North Reading, Massachusetts. The 
following year, 20,000 people gathered in Chicago’s Coliseum for a festival 
to benefit the George F. Root Monument Fund. Never was “The Battle 
Cry of Freedom” sung with greater fervor.

The composer idolized music. “It is an interesting fact,” he observed, 
“that some music, at every grade, from lowest to highest, has in it that 
mysterious quality which makes it live, while all the rest fades away and 
is forgotten.” George Root died content. In the nation’s darkest hour, he 
had contributed magnificently to the spirits of the brave men marching 
into battle. 2

Root’s battle songs rallied the nation and tugged heartstrings in equal measure.
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WALT WHITMAN
america’s Poet laureate

In the first half of the 19th century, America was print-mad. 
Into the mainstream of that flood of ink appeared the works of 
Walt Whitman, whom one literary scholar has characterized as “the 

self-anointed poet of democracy, arguing for the dignity and meaning of 
ordinary labor.”

Whitman endured ridicule and neglect in his early poetic endeavors, 
and his dismissal of conventional patterns of rhyme and meter drew early 
criticism worldwide. Praise came only in his older years, and today he is 
regarded throughout the literary world as “the father of free verse.”

Born to a Brooklyn housebuilder in 1819, Whitman followed Benjamin 
Franklin’s trail into the printing business. The self-taught youth loved the 
printed word and read voraciously. In 1841, after a five-year tenure as a 
teacher, Whitman turned to journalism as a full-time career. He edited 
a number of weekly newspapers in New York. A brief stint with a New 
Orleans periodical gave him a firsthand view of slavery’s evils.

Meanwhile, he was developing an unorthodox style of poetry. His first 
collection of poems, Leaves of Grass (1855), contains a preface and 12 
untitled poems, mostly lacking punctuation. The verses are filled with 
stories of the virtues and vices of common people—“the wildest players 
in American life,” one critic snorted. Some literary analysts have suggested 
that in Leaves of Grass, Whitman came to terms with his homosexuality, 
then known as “free love.”

Whitman persisted through early criticism to become one  
of the nation’s most revered poets.

With an endorsement from Ralph Waldo Emerson, Whitman released 
a second edition of Leaves in 1856, which had 33 poems—almost triple 
those in the first printing. Many reviewers denounced the collection for 
its blatant expressions of immorality; others praised Whitman as a great 
spokesman for brotherhood and equality. Human rights activist and 
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critics—Henry James notable among them—never accepted his views or 
writing style. Another further enlarged edition of Leaves of Grass brought 
renewed praise—and criticism.

Whitman moved to Camden, New Jersey, to be near his brother and 
dying mother. In January 1873 he suffered a stroke that restricted the use 
of his left arm and leg. Recurring bouts of dizziness, vomiting, faintness, 
and slow locomotion further hampered his activities, and physicians were 
unable to ascertain a cause.

More and more he confronted in verse the meaning of the Civil War, 
his homosexuality, religion, the afterlife, and his place in culture. Toward 
the end, his once robust frame was slumped in a wheelchair. A series of 
ministrokes—“whacks,” as he called them—increased his paralysis. His 
body—wasted, atrophied, and abscessed—became “a carnival ground 
of decay,” a visitor noted. Whitman lived out his life in squalor. Death 
came March 26, 1892. Pathologists listed the causes as “pleurisy of the 
left side, consumption in the right lung, general miliary tuberculosis, and 
parenchymatous nephritis.” Whitman was buried in Camden’s Harleigh 
Cemetery, in a mausoleum whose construction he had overseen. 

One authority wrote this summation: “No writer is regarded as more 
indisputably American than Whitman, yet no writer has reverberated on 
the international scene to the extent that he has. He was the democratic 
poet to an extent never heretofore recognized, gathering images from vir-
tually every cultural arena and transforming them through his powerful 
personality into art.” 2

An 1888 proof sheet of “O Captain! My Captain!” bears the notes  
of a masterpiece in the making.
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levied. Ambition fueled his new resolve, yet he never quite understood Native 
American tactics. He and his men were to pay dearly for this fatal drawback.

In November 1868, he was solely to blame for destroying an unoffending 
Cheyenne village on the Washita River. He explained his decision to army 
chief Sherman in this way: “I have to select the season when I can catch 
the fiends; and if a village is attacked and women and children killed, 
the responsibility is not with the soldiers, but with people whose crimes 
necessitated the attack.”

Custer participated in a large 1873 expedition into the Yellowstone 
region. The following year, his regiment was part of a force dispatched to 
track down native warriors in the Black Hills of the Dakotas. American sol-
diers and the tribes fought one another in the rough country for two years.

Then came June 25, 1876, and the Little Big Horn. Custer had been 
ordered to take three columns and attack a large contingent of warriors in 
southeastern Montana. His force, in the center, arrived on the scene early. 
Instead of waiting for the support elements on either flank, and estimating 

there were no more than 500 to 600 enemies in front, Custer brashly 
galloped forward with 220 cavalry. Suddenly some 2,000 Cheyenne and 
Arapaho warriors assailed Custer from three sides.

Post-battle legend holds that Custer’s men made a heroic stand on the 
side of a hill and fought to the death. Recent research has destroyed that 
myth. The Indian attack began at 4:30 p.m. and ended in a mere half hour. 
Bows and arrows were not used. Rather, the native braves were heavily 
armed with repeating rifles while Custer’s troopers were using single-shot 
carbines. There was no “last stand.” It was a running fight in which the 
men of the Seventh Cavalry were routed, chased down, and slaughtered. 
All 220 troopers were killed, and the only remaining survivor was a horse.

Custer’s naked body was recovered two days later. He had been shot 
in the chest and the head. For a year his remains were buried alongside 
those of his troops. 

The fame accorded to Custer came after his death. News of the Little 
Big Horn massacre did not reach Eastern cities until July 4, 1876—the 
100th anniversary of the nation. Overnight, the heedless Custer became 
a heroic soldier who had sacrificed his life for his country. 

Custer’s body was reinterred with military honors at West Point. His 
widow, Libbie Custer, spent the next 57 years writing three books and giving 
countless lectures glorifying her husband. The distribution, by a national 
brewery, of an intricate battle scene titled “Custer’s Last Stand” added to 
the myth of the great martyr. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow wrote an ode; 
Theodore Roosevelt gave public praise. On the other hand, professional 
soldiers such as Grant and Sheridan angrily denounced Custer’s recklessness. 

The Little Big Horn was the Army’s most decisive defeat in the Indian 
wars. Yet it did serve to harden the mood of the nation. Thereafter, an 
all-out effort was launched to crush Indian resistance once and for all. 

As in the case of George Pickett, with whom he shared a number of 
characteristics, George Custer was destined to give his name to a military 
disaster. His rashness within the Union Army during the war could be 
controlled. Left to his own devices, however, he earned the reward of any 
military leader who acts before he thinks. 2

The New York Daily Graphic’s “The Battle of Little Big Horn River— 
the Death Struggle of General Custer” reimagines the calamitous event.
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and the academy suspended him for a year. His hair-trigger temper earned 
him so many demerits that he almost failed to graduate.

Eight dreary years of frontier duty followed, in which Sheridan devel-
oped an intense dislike of the local tribes. He campaigned against them 
along the Rio Grande and into the Oregon Territory. Some sources claim 
that Sheridan developed diplomatic skills in dealing with the various 
tribes, but his taking an Indian mistress is the only clear evidence at hand.

By 1861 he had been a second lieutenant for eight years. He was initially 
assigned in the Civil War as General Henry Halleck’s quartermaster. Then 
came action as colonel of the Second Michigan Cavalry. Sheridan’s lead-
ership in the western theater led five generals to petition the War Depart-
ment: “Brigadiers scarce; good ones scarcer. He is worth his weight in gold.” 
Sheridan received promotion to brigadier and transfer to the infantry.

His valor at Perryville, Stones River, and Missionary Ridge established 
a solid reputation for dependability. In 1864, Grant made the major 
general his cavalry chief in the Army of the Potomac. Sheridan promptly 
remolded the mounted brigades into a mobile and hard-hitting command 
that reflected his own temperament.

The 33-year-old general, at only five feet four inches tall, did not quite fill 
the normal model of a commander. Lincoln thought him “a brown, chunky 
little chap, with a long body, short legs, not enough neck to hang him, and 
such long arms that if his ankles itch he can scratch them without stooping.” 

In command of Grant’s horsemen, Sheridan led a force around Lee’s 
army and, in a running fight, killed Lee’s cavalry chief, Jeb Stuart. Then 
Grant dispatched Sheridan to take 37,000 soldiers and neutralize the 
Shenandoah Valley, the “breadbasket of the Confederacy.” Sheridan fought 
three major battles, and he used his superior numbers to roll over the 
opposition. The devotion of his soldiers shone brightly when they turned 
potential defeat into smashing victory at the Battle of Cedar Creek in 
October. Sheridan then followed orders to reduce a large portion of the 
Shenandoah to a wasteland where “a crow would have to carry his own” 
rations to survive the trip. He laid waste a portion of the valley with a 
methodical effectiveness that even Sherman could not claim.

A conspicuous figure in the final campaign against Lee, Sheridan broke 
the Southern position at Five Forks before placing his forces astride Lee’s 
line of retreat south of Appomattox. That ended the fighting in Virginia.

The career of “Little Phil” thereafter entered an even stormier phase. 
In 1862 France had seized control of Mexico and installed Ferdinand 
Maximilian as emperor. With the end of the Civil War, the United States 
could finally turn its attention to this problem. Sheridan and 50,000 
veteran soldiers were dispatched to the Rio Grande. Their object was to 
threaten the Maximilian government, and they succeeded. The French 
withdrew their troops, and in 1867 revolutionaries captured and exe-
cuted Maximilian.

Sheridan next commanded the military department of Louisiana and 
Texas. He so harshly enforced Reconstruction policies that President 
Johnson had to replace him. Sheridan responded, “If I owned both Hell 
and Texas, I’d rent out Texas and live in Hell!”

Sheridan’s reputation for ruthlessness invoked the fear and respect  
of troops and fellow officers.
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Mrs. Lincoln intended to be a first lady in every respect. Her clothing set 
the standard for women’s fashions. Shopping expeditions to Philadelphia 
and New York produced a large wardrobe. To distract from her plainness, 
she wore overly elaborate gowns. One hostess remarked, “She stuns me 
with her low-necked dresses and the flower beds which she carries on top 
of her head.” Her habit of overdressing, another socialite concluded, made 
her “the laughing stock of the town.”

The dilapidated condition of the White House was not what a Kentucky 
blueblood expected, or what a president’s wife should tolerate. Seeking the 
advice of no one, she bought custom-carved furniture, ornaments, carpets, 
and imported draperies. She oversaw wallpaper hanging and major carpen-
try. Staggering bills were casually forwarded to the Treasury Department. 
When Lincoln learned of the cost overruns, he was furious. There will be 
“a stink in the land” at such extravagance, he exclaimed, “when the poor 
freezing soldiers could not have blankets.”

Mary reigned on an unsteady pinnacle of arrogance. Washington soci-
ety never warmed to her for reasons other than her exorbitance. She was 
widely suspected of Southern loyalties because she had a brother and two 
half-brothers in Confederate service. The deaths of all three elicited no 
sympathy from Northerners.

Her strongly expressed opinions on political matters earned her the 
reputation of meddling in affairs that were not her business. She shocked 
people with indiscreet remarks, speaking out on policies and personalities 
with a cheerful disregard for consequences. She distrusted every member 
of the presidential Cabinet; to her, Secretaries William S. Seward and 
Salmon P. Chase were “little brief authority people.”

Worst of all were her wild, sudden outbursts of temper, which seemed 
uncontrollable and, of course, were widely reported. The angry explo-
sions that were pitched at the president exceeded all accepted decorum. 
As the war ground on, Mary became less assertive and thus terribly jealous 
of her husband. She could be a flirt around men, but she flew into a 
rage when a woman paid more than passing attention to the president. 
People came to dislike being in her presence. The only real friend she A Brady photograph captures Mrs. Lincoln in her much criticized finery. 
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The flotilla successfully ran the gauntlet and steamed unmolested to 
New Orleans. On April 26, 1862, Farragut accepted the surrender of 
the town. His triumph came at a time when the North badly needed a 
victory. Gaining control of both the “Father of Waters” and the South’s 
largest port brought Farragut promotion to rear admiral, a rank never 
before used in the Navy.

His attempt two months later to gain control of the Confederate strong-
hold of Vicksburg failed in great measure because his seagoing vessels had 
deep drafts and kept running aground in the often low river. For the next 
two years, the new admiral provided naval assistance to army operations 
along the Mississippi. Farragut was cooperating with General Nathaniel 
Banks in the siege of Port Hudson, Louisiana, when the two officers held 
a conference. Over a bottle of wine, Farragut raised his glass and said, 
“General, we came here to die. It is our business and must happen sooner 
or later. We must fight this thing out until there is no more than one man 
left, and that man must be a Union man. Here’s to his health.” 

Farragut experienced his greatest success in the summer of 1864. Mobile, 
Alabama, was the Confederacy’s last major port on the Gulf of Mexico. It 
was heavily defended by three strategically planned land forts, “torpedoes” 
(mines) at the entrance to the harbor, the ironclad C.S.S. Tennessee, and a half 
dozen small gunboats. Farragut’s fleet of 14 wooden warships formed a double 
column, with four Monitor-type ironclads in the van. The admiral had little 
respect for metal-armored vessels, which he dismissed as “damned tea-kettles.” 
But they operated better than wooden vessels did in shallow water.

On the windless, hot morning of August 5, the Union fleet attacked. 
The ironclads passed through the breakwater as Farragut’s warships dueled 
with shore batteries. Suddenly ironclad U.S.S. Tecumseh struck a mine and 
sank swiftly. The advance of the entire fleet, now under fire, began to slow. 
Farragut, lashed to the rigging of the Hartford, where he could observe 
better, saw the lead vessels floundering. “What’s the trouble?” the admiral 
yelled through a megaphone.

“Torpedoes!” came the reply.
“Damn the torpedoes!” Farragut shouted. “Full steam ahead!”

Union ships pounded their way into the harbor, overpowered the Ten-
nessee and its consorts, and seized the port, while Federal soldiers occupied 
the three abandoned forts. The success came dear: 145 sailors killed, 174 
wounded, a monitor lost, and several vessels badly damaged. In the general 
Northern discontent of that summer, what Farragut had done did not seem 
as impressive as it would when combined with the fall of Atlanta the next 
month and the destruction of the Shenandoah Valley in October.

Honors came steadily to Farragut thereafter. In December 1864, he 
received another newly created rank—that of vice admiral. Cheering 
crowds greeted him whenever he appeared in public. The admiral served 
as a pallbearer at Lincoln’s funeral. On July 26, 1866, Farragut became 
the first American naval officer to hold the rank of full admiral, a lifetime 
appointment. He never retired from the Navy.

Dispatched in 1867 to command the European Squadron, he was feted 
with honors by several heads of state. On August 14, 1871—a month 
after performing his annual handsprings, Farragut was inspecting facil-
ities at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, when he died suddenly of a heart 

Farragut’s flotilla pushes through wreckage in this rendering of the battle on the 
Mississippi River.
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Public and press hailed Thomas, but the high command did not. As 
the battered Confederate Army limped away from Nashville, Grant com-
plained that Thomas’s “sluggishness” prevented him from “going for the 
kill.” A permanent chasm developed between the two men.

In peacetime, Thomas sought to reconcile with his family in Virginia, 
to no avail. He declined several offers to enter the political arena. Because 

Commanding in stature, Thomas is considered one of the Union’s  
great—but underrated—strategists. 

of a short temper and devotion to honesty, he announced, “I have no 
taste for politics.”

Thomas commanded the Military Department of Tennessee for two 
years and worked hard to protect freedmen from white abuses. He sim-
ilarly created a military commission to enforce labor contracts that local 
courts were ignoring. 

In a political move, President Johnson submitted Thomas’s name for 
promotion to lieutenant general to replace Grant in 1868. Thomas refused 
the offer. “My services since the war,” he replied, “do not merit such a 
compliment, and it is now too late for it to be regarded as a compliment 
if conferred for services during the war.”

Thomas sought and received command of the Department of the Pacific. 
He not only made no attempt to record his wartime memoirs but also 
destroyed his private papers because he did not want his “life hawked in 
print for the eyes of the curious.”

By 1870, he had clogged arteries from overeating and underexercising 
and his weight had ballooned to 245 pounds. That’s when Thomas read 
a New York Tribune article in which General John Schofield was credited 
with winning the Battle of Nashville. At last, Thomas took pen in hand 
to make a strong rebuttal. On March 28, halfway through writing his 
letter, Thomas said calmly, “I want air.” He then slumped to the floor, 
dead from a stroke.

Among the huge assemblage at his funeral in Troy, New York, were 
Generals Grant, Sherman, Sheridan, and Meade, although no member 
of the Thomas family was in attendance. A sister told her neighbor, “Our 
brother George died to us in 1861.”

His legacy has never died, however. His staunch bravery and well-trained 
troops prevented disaster at several of the most momentous battles of 
the war. Some rank him as third greatest Union general, behind only 
Grant and Sherman. He never would have accorded himself that honor, 
however. Thomas was content in the postwar era to keep on carrying out 
his duties in the same self-effacing manner with which he had served his 
country so well. 2
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Affable Ambrose Burnside followed a lackluster Civil War career by 
serving three terms as governor of Rhode Island. He eventually gained 
election to the U.S. Senate but died after a few months at the post. The 
likable “Old Burn” might have risen higher had he possessed more faith 
in his own abilities. In contrast, Daniel Sickles was a Tammany Hall pol-
itician in every negative sense of the phrase. He contributed a leg to the 
Civil War, which should have made him a hero, but spent his last years 
as a suspected embezzler.

The path did not always lead from the battlefield to the podium. 
Abraham Lincoln appointed a number of high-ranking political figures 
as generals in the army. The rationale was that the war would be short 
and the political generals thereafter would feel indebted for receiving 
generals’ stars. Lincoln’s selections in almost every case proved to  
be liabilities.

Benjamin Butler had a terrible war record, but he was a powerful Lincoln 
ally, so he was continually sent to battle. He went on to serve a postwar 
term in Congress, where his futility held steady. He ran for Massachusetts 
governor 11 times before winning election. 

Judson Kilpatrick’s Union cavalrymen called him “Kill Cavalry” for 
good reason. His insatiable sexual appetite made him unelectable to public 
office. Yet presidential appointments as ambassador to Chile kept him in 
politics—albeit at a healthy distance from Washington. Another political 
appointee, Oliver Howard, could not have been more different. The highly 
religious general wasn’t so successful in war, but his stewardship of the 
Freedmen’s Bureau after the war was admirable. Among all the corruption 
of carpetbaggers in the South, Howard earnestly tried to secure the rights 
to land and education for freed slaves. 

One of the most quoted of Union generals was Lawrence Chamberlain. 
The militarily untutored college professor gained fame several times in 
the war. Afterward, Chamberlain won landslide victories as governor of 
Maine. In his case, unhealed war wounds and academic feuds during his 
presidency of Bowdoin College prevented him from rising higher in the 
political constellation. 

~ From The FronT lines To The CaPiTol ~

The Army of the Potomac marches along Pennsylvania Avenue  
in Washington, D.C., to celebrate the end of war. 

Though all were tested on the same anvil of battle, these men showed 
colorfully different fortunes in higher office. Sometimes they brought 
the same virtues or vices to war as they did to peace. Sometimes what 
made them failures in war made them successful in peace. Either way, 
their fame would vault them in public office, where they were put on 
public display. 2
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followed by burial in Trenton’s Riverview Cemetery. His book, McClellan’s 
Own Story, appeared two years later. Unfortunately, criticism outweighed 
praise. “It was better for his memory,” one reviewer concluded, “had he 
left his story untold.”

“Little Mac,” as his soldiers had affectionately called him, has long been 
an enigma. Grant remarked that McClellan “is to me one of the mysteries 
of the war.” A master of planning, a failure in execution, he was a military 
genius crippled by insecurity. A Pennsylvania veteran commented a few 
years after the struggle, “Grant did not know how to retreat; McClellan 
did not know how to fight.” That could be said for both their military and 
political undertakings. 2

AMBROSE EVERETT 
BURNSIDE

overcoming Wartime Failures

Ambrose Everett Burnside was a likable fellow. He made 
friends easily, smiled often, and remembered names. His 
successes were many; his failures, disastrous. 

Born in an Indiana log cabin in 1824, Burnside received a West Point 
education. For two years he served on the western frontier as a member of 
the Third U.S. Artillery, and his captain was Braxton Bragg. In 1853, Burn-
side left the Army and settled in Bristol, Rhode Island, where he designed 
a breech-loading weapon known as the Burnside carbine. Secretary of War 
John B. Floyd contracted with Burnside for the production of a large number 
of the carbines. Yet no sooner had Burnside constructed the Bristol Rifles 
Works then another arms manufacturer bribed Floyd to break the Burnside 
contract. Burnside had to sell the patent to cover his debts. To compound 
his futility, he ran for Congress in 1858 and was soundly defeated. 

The dual setbacks sent him westward. He settled in Cincinnati and 
became treasurer of the Illinois Central Railroad. There a strong bond 
developed with an old West Point friend and fellow railroad executive, 
George McClellan.

Burnside still retained a brigadier general’s commission in the Rhode 
Island state militia. At the onset of war, he returned east and accepted the 
colonelcy of the First Rhode Island Infantry Regiment. He displayed more 

“Little Mac” lives on in a campaign button that failed  
to get him to the White House.
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Promotion to lieutenant colonel and colonel of the Second New York 
Cavalry followed. During 1862, Kilpatrick conducted a number of inde-
pendent raids in northern Virginia. He spent much of his time engaged 
in contraband, confiscating horses from farmers and setting aside the best 
ones to sell for himself in the North. Similarly, he stole tobacco stockpiles 
and sold them to army sutlers. After he was caught stealing a team of 
mules, Kilpatrick’s other thefts came to light. He was arrested and put in 
Washington’s Old Capitol Prison. Secretary of War Edwin Stanton stated, 
“The affidavits . . . leave no question of his guilt.”

Those crimes should have ended Kilpatrick’s military career. Yet the 
army was desperately in need of experienced cavalry leaders. Kilpatrick 
won restoration to duty after a three-month jail stay and subsequently 
rode with General George Stoneman in a raid on Richmond. The cam-
paign threw the Confederate capital into momentary panic but gained 
no military fruits.

At Brandy Station, the largest cavalry battle of the war, Kilpatrick per-
formed capably, though, as usual, incurring high losses. Shock ran through 
the Union ranks a week later when Colonels George Custer, Elon Farns-
worth, and Kilpatrick were promoted to brigadier generals. Kilpatrick was 
27 and, in the words of General George Meade’s chief of staff, “an errant 
knave and impostor, not capable of commanding even a battalion.”

Kilpatrick confirmed that judgment a week later at Aldie, when he reck-
lessly made piecemeal attacks that brought stunning casualties. Thereafter, 
he was known as “Kill Cavalry.” The same overly aggressive leadership came 
to the forefront on the third day’s fighting at Gettysburg. Kilpatrick sent 
a brigade in a mounted charge through woods and across rocky terrain. 
The assault was bloodily repulsed. Kilpatrick blamed defeat in his official 
report on a lack of infantry support.

His negative reputation was now fully established. He boasted that he 
was afraid of nothing in battle and that heavy losses were the cost of victory. 
Yet his results were never equal to his bragging. Further, while Kilpatrick 
did not gamble or drink, his pursuit of women was notorious. Females of 
loose virtue frequented his headquarters.

In the spring of 1864, desperate to regain his status as a hero, Kilpatrick 
received permission to make another raid on Richmond. The expedition 
failed so badly that Army commander George Meade demoted him. 
Kilpatrick requested transfer to the western theater, and surprisingly, 
General William Sherman welcomed him. “I know that Kilpatrick is a 
hell of a damn fool,” Sherman stated, “but I want just that sort of men to 
command my cavalry.”

Kilpatrick served well with Sherman in the advance on Atlanta, the 
March to the Sea, and a push through the Carolinas. Yet his recklessness 
was replaced by ruthlessness. His men “committed every kind of dev-
astation,” a Southern diarist wrote. Soldiers even robbed slaves of their 
clothing. In one instance, Kilpatrick needed horses to replace worn-out 
mounts, and his men collected 500 more animals than necessary. To solve 
the problem, Kilpatrick ordered the horses slaughtered in the front yard 
of a plantation.

Kilpatrick shows his horseback prowess during his raids as colonel  
in northern Virginia circa 1863. 
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Howard’s penchant for strict military and moral discipline collided 
with the soldiers’ Continental-style freethinking and heavy drinking. 
Corps and corps commander had difficulty accepting one another.  
A staff officer noted: “Howard would be a decidedly handsome man,  
were he a little taller, having a high, projecting forehead, with a  
comely beard and very thick head of hair . . . He has been placed in 
an unfortunate position, being given the 11th Corps, a body of very 
inferior material.”

At Chancellorsville these “outcasts” were placed on the far right of the 
Union line. Late on the afternoon of May 2, 1863, Stonewall Jackson’s 
Confederate corps slammed into Howard’s flank “like the eruption of a 
volcano,” as one Billy Yank exclaimed. Federals broke from the field in 
the first stage of what became a decisive Union defeat.

Two months later, on the first day’s fighting at Gettysburg, Howard’s 
corps collapsed again under fire. Some 4,500 Federals were captured, in 
addition to those killed and wounded. Howard fell back through town to 
a position atop Cemetery Ridge, where he engaged in an untimely argu-
ment with Union General Winfield Hancock over seniority of command.

“The Christian Soldier” was not above enlisting God in defense of his 
actions. He ended his official report of Gettysburg with this statement: “No 
candid mind can review those scenes of horror, and doubt, and ultimate 
joy, without feeling constrained to acknowledge the Divine hand which 
controlled and directed the storm.” For his role in the battle, Howard 
received the thanks of Congress.

Many soldiers did not feel the same. Following Gettysburg, they openly 
referred to the general as “Uh-Ho” Howard. He and his troops were trans-
ferred to Sherman’s command in the West. The pious, straitlaced Howard 
seemed out of place in an army of loosely disciplined midwestern farm boys. 
Yet under Sherman, Howard performed well for the remainder of the war.

The years after Appomattox were more fulfilling. On March 3, 1865, 
Congress enacted the Army Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Aban-
doned Land Act. It was the Northern government’s first welfare agency: a 
War Department–controlled experiment to help both blacks and whites 
readjust to a post-racial society. The Freedmen’s Bureau, as it came to be 
called, was designed to feed the poor, establish schools and hospitals, find 
jobs for the unemployed, negotiate labor contracts, and allocate land to 
freedmen in a wide-ranging redistribution process.

In May, President Andrew Johnson appointed Howard as the bureau’s 
commissioner, a post he held until the agency’s 1872 disbandment. How-
ard’s many efforts were conscientious and impeccably honest. Because he 
considered education as the best route for freed slaves, he kept the bureau 
focused on building schools. Yet the agency’s overall success was limited.

From start to end of his tenure, Howard waged an uphill battle. A moder-
ate antislavery man before the war, he assumed his new duties with the best 
interests of ex-slaves at heart. The problem was, he had the power to exercise 
only the government’s wishes. Johnson gave him no support, congressional 
appropriations were inadequate, and white Southerners opposed all reform-
ing efforts. Inside the bureau, many of the employees engaged in an orgy of 
fraud and corruption. In the end, and despite his efforts, Howard failed to 
gain landowner status for freedmen. In addition, the legal and physical pro-
tection that the Freedmen’s Bureau provided ex-slaves became short-lived.

Howard’s home, now known as Howard Hall, stands strong  
on Howard University’s campus in Washington, D.C. 
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eight Republicans and seven Democrats. Wholesale duplicity, intimida-
tion, and even murder accompanied the commission’s deliberations.

An informal deal materialized. If the Democrats acquiesced to 
Hayes’s election, Republicans would agree to withdraw troops from the  
ex-Confederacy. That would open the door for Democrats to establish 
anew their dominance of the South. At 4 a.m. on March 2, 1877—two 
days before the expiration of Grant’s term—the commission by an 8–7 vote 
declared Hayes to be the next president. Nationwide, Democrats never 
forgave Hayes for “stealing” the presidency. Republicans never forgave him 
for allowing the South to form a solid bloc again.

In his only major political mistake, Hayes rewarded with federal offices 
the four Louisiana electoral college members who had arbitrarily given 
their state to the Republican candidate. Thereafter, Hayes had to weather 
a number of unflattering nicknames: “Old Eight to Seven,” “President 
De Facto,” and “His Fraudulency” among them. Nevertheless, the 

A two-frame cartoon on “strong” government versus “weak” government  
ridicules Hayes’s conciliatory gestures to the South.

highly moralistic Hayes was a more effective chief executive than his 
detractors claimed.

He took office quietly and resolutely, the slanders and slurs of the cam-
paign forgotten. Hayes immediately declared Reconstruction at an end, 
and in his strong Cabinet he put forth the name of an ex-Confederate. 
The president fought for, and obtained, presidential prerogatives that 
Congress had usurped since the post-Lincoln years. While Hayes was 
unable to drive a full program through Congress, he paved the way for 
a badly needed civil service overhaul. One writer concluded that Hayes’s 
“great contribution was to restore faith in the integrity of the Washington 
regime and to prove, despite the Grant orgy, that a Republican could be 
honest, courageous, and a roadblock to designing thieves.”

Never has the White House been as “morally clean” as it was in the 
Hayes years. Hymn singing and prayers were part of every day’s agenda. 
The high-minded Hayes and his teetotaler wife (called “Lemonade Lucy”) 
set strict house rules: no alcohol, smoking, gambling, or dancing. After 
one official dinner Secretary of State William Evarts commented, “It was 
a brilliant affair. The water flowed like champagne.”

Hayes deserved reelection in 1880, but from the start he had vowed to be 
a one-termer. He was grateful for making that promise. Midway through 
his tenure he complained that the courage and generosity he had seen in 
his 23rd Ohio comrades had been lost in the unstable peace after the war. 
He added on another occasion, “I am heartily tired of this life of bondage, 
responsibility, and toil.” Still, he left the government more prosperous than 
when he entered office. That in itself was a signal achievement.

The soldier-statesman retired to private life. Following a trip to Colum-
bus and Cleveland, Hayes boarded a train on January 12, 1892, to return to 
his home in Fremont. He was stricken en route with severe chest pains. He 
died the following day of “neuralgia of the heart.” His body was eventually 
laid to rest in the state park established at his home. 2
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of the company the following year. He was not an impressive-looking 
executive. Undersized in body and maintaining a full beard, he was nor-
mally reserved in manner and gave only a fleeting smile. His large, dark 
eyes were piercing; his intense concentration gave off a demonic energy. 

Gould’s manipulative ways came into full view when he appointed New 
York political leader William “Boss” Tweed as director of the Erie line. 
Tweed in turn arranged legislation favorable to Gould. The two became 
wrathful targets for the press and cartoonist Thomas Nast. The New York 
World called him “The Little Wizard of Wall Street.” The New York Times 
went further: Of “His Majesty Jay Gould,” the paper suggested, “it may 
be time that fifty millions of Americans will allow Mr. Gould’s foot to 
rest on their neck.”

Never did Gould evince any interest in running a railroad. He enjoyed 
manipulating stock through what today is called insider trading. He was, 
on the one hand, a speculator who bought and sold stocks by guessing 
their future prices, and on the other hand a manipulator who caused stock 
prices to fluctuate for his personal gain. Using stocks from his own com-
panies, Gould persuaded sympathetic banks to finance his activities. And 
always he offered bribes to men in politics, justice, and other high places. 

All this became evident in 1868 when, with Daniel Drew and James 
“Jubilee Jim” Fisk, Gould countered an attempt by Vanderbilt to seize 
control of the Erie Railroad. Gould engaged in a number of outrageous 
schemes. Among them, he issued 100,000 shares of fraudulent Erie stock 
and bribed the New York legislature to legalize the action. The plan suc-
ceeded, even though Gould had to flee to New Jersey to avoid New York 
court action. Additional payoffs ended the Erie takeover attempt.

The following year, in what one writer termed “a plot of breathtaking 
audacity,” Gould sought to corner the gold market. Enriched by railroad 
profits, emboldened by his success in buying legislators and judges, Gould 
hired President Grant’s brother-in-law and his personal secretary as active 
investors. A small group then leaked word that they were buying large 
sums of gold with the president’s endorsement. Price for the precious 
metal shot up to $140 per ounce.

In an attempt to tamp down the market, the Treasury Department 
injected $4 million of its gold. That produced Black Friday, September 
29, 1869, on the stock market. Gould cohort James Fisk gloated that in 
an hour prices plunged in “the wildest confusion and the most unearthly 
screaming of men to the verge of temporary insanity by the consciousness 
of ruin.” In an hour, gold fell to $30 an ounce. Gould, anticipating an 
economic rout, had sold his gold at a handsome profit on the morning 
before the crash.

With $25 million in hand, Gould turned his attention to western rail-
roads. He acquired leadership of the Union Pacific and added fledgling rail 
lines to the mother company. His position was unassailable. The govern-
ment continued to give land freely for railroad development. Companies 
had complete control over rate settings, freight storage, transportation 
schedules, as well as future construction. 

By 1881, Gould owned the largest railroad empire in the nation: 
15,800 miles of tracks, which represented 15 percent of America’s entire 
rail network. He ran the lines with an iron hand of efficiency. He never 

An early photo of Gould before he sported his trademark beard 
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on enemy armies was beyond his field. The agents depended heavily upon 
accounts of Southern deserters, frightened slaves, and unfounded reports 
planted to mislead. Pinkerton would later boast: “My system of obtaining 
knowledge was so thorough and complete, my sources of information were 
so varied, that there could be no serious mistake in the estimate.”

Pinkerton was dead wrong. At one point he warned McClellan that 
150,000 Confederate soldiers were opposite Union lines. The actual figure 
was fewer than 60,000 enemy troops. 

The miscalculations got worse. A leading factor in McClellan’s defeat on 
the Virginia peninsula arose from false data that Pinkerton sent. McClel-
lan’s dismissal from army command in November 1862 marked the end of 
Pinkerton’s military service. A recent authority concluded that Pinkerton 
and his agents were “the most unaccountably inefficient intelligence service 
an American army ever had.”

The postwar years proved more rewarding. Pinkerton’s Chicago agency 
expanded; new branches opened in New York and Philadelphia. Soon large 

Surrounded by intelligence operatives, Pinkerton leans against a tent pole at the 
Secret Service headquarters located at Antietam.

corporations were hiring Pinkerton to provide information on nascent 
union-organizing efforts. One Pinkerton agent lived for three years among 
a secret society of coal miners known as “Molly Maguires.” When the cult 
began discussing terrorist attacks, Pinkerton agents crushed the movement. 

In several labor strikes, Pinkerton’s harsh policy toward labor unions 
led to bloodshed and drew strong criticism from workers, though he 
repeatedly asserted that he was only helping employees avoid the grasp 
of union control. His greatest failure during this period was losing bank 
robber Jesse James after a protracted chase extending across several states.

The detective chief found time to write several books about his adven-
tures as a “master spy.” One such work, The Expressman and the Detective 
(1864), contains 14 stories brimming with conceived settings, man-
ufactured conversations, and philosophical interludes. In the preface, 
Pinkerton asserts, “If there be any incidental embellishment, it is so slight 
that the actors in these scenes . . . would never themselves detect it; and 
if the incidents seem to the reader at all marvelous and improbable, I can 
but remind him, in the words of the old adage, that ‘Truth is stranger 
than fiction.’ ”

A stroke in 1869 forced Pinkerton to relinquish management of his busi-
ness to two sons. He assisted in work on a system that would centralize all 
criminal identification records. Today the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
maintains such a database.

Pinkerton died on July 1, 1884, from uncertain cause. One source points 
logically to a second stroke. Two other possibilities have been offered: 
malaria as a result of a trip through the South or gangrene acquired when 
Pinkerton slipped on a pavement and bit his lip deeply. He was buried in 
Greenland Cemetery in Chicago.

Eulogies flowed at his passing, but modern-day commentators lean heav-
ily negative. Pinkerton’s year of military duty continues to be an historical 
yoke around his neck. Being the punitive arm of monopolistic companies 
subjecting their workers to cruel conditions left a sour taste too. Still, when 
judged for what he did best, Pinkerton created such widespread advances 
in law enforcement and security that they are taken for granted today. 2
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intense concentration. With a keen sense of religious stewardship, he 
loathed alcohol, tobacco, and gambling. His thriftiness was so severe that 
friends labeled him a “penny-pincher.”

Always seeking business growth, Rockefeller expanded horizontally. 
He purchased other refineries or undersold them to drive them out of 
business. The economic wizard acquired oil supplies, built barrel factories 
and storage tanks, and constructed pipelines all as “a vertical integration” 
to cut costs.

Railroads soon competed fiercely for the oil traffic, and Rockefeller 
formed a cartel with several lines. His volume shipments not only received 
rebates of up to 50 percent but also drove smaller, competing refineries 
to the wall. In one four-month period of 1872, he purchased 25 of 26 
competitors in the Cleveland market. Rockefeller had no hesitation in 

Tarbell’s 1904 exposé shed light on some of Rockefeller’s  
less ethical business practices.

bribing elected officials to strengthen his monopoly. A popular statement 
of the day was that Standard Oil could do anything it pleased with a 
legislature except refine it.

“For forty years—from 1872 to 1914,” a scholar of the time concluded, 
“the name John D. Rockefeller was the most execrated name in American 
life. It was associated with greed, rapacity, cruelty, hypocrisy, and corrup-
tion. Upon it was showered such odium as has stained the name of no 
other American.”

Rockefeller did not think of himself as evil. Like Carnegie, he maintained 
that the growth of a large business “is merely a survival of the fittest.” He 
thought it better “to let money be my slave than to be the slave of money.” To 
his satisfaction, he was “an angel of mercy” who absorbed the weak in order 
to strengthen the industry. His was a Machiavellian strategy in purest form.

When Rockefeller began using pipelines for oil transportation, a widely 
publicized fight began with the organization’s chief hauler, the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad. The resultant court battle revealed much of Rockefeller’s 
tactics: underselling, differential pricing, secret rebates, and the like. The 
New York World termed Standard Oil “the most cruel, impudent, pitiless, 
and grasping monopoly that ever feasted upon a country.”

Undeterred by public opinion, Rockefeller in 1882 formed the Standard 
Oil Trust, whereby nine trustees controlled 41 companies. The New York 
City–based corporation became the most successful and feared company in 
the world. It had 20,000 oil wells, 5,000 tank cars, 4,000 miles of pipeline, 
and more than 100,000 employees. The trust dominated 90 percent of the 
world’s oil refining business. However, the 1890 passage of the Sherman 
Antitrust Act began a slow dissolution of the monopoly.

Rockefeller then expanded his interests by entering the iron ore and 
transportation fields. This produced a head-on collision with Andrew Car-
negie. When the smoke cleared, J. P. Morgan had purchased the ironworks 
of both Rockefeller and Carnegie—with all three profiting handsomely.

The oil magnate suffered a serious wound with the 1904 publication 
of muckraker Ida Tarbell’s History of the Standard Oil Company. She care-
fully documented the company’s espionage, price wars, heavy-handed 
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the chairman of the Military Affairs Committee, Barton began to visit 
hospitals to distribute food and other supplies. At first she paid out of her 
own pocket for the goods, but soon she established a network of churches, 
sewing circles, local communities, and other contributors throughout New 
England. Barton’s three-room flat at Pennsylvania Avenue and Seventh 
Street became a warehouse for supplies.

These behind-the-lines efforts did not satisfy her spirit. The indomita-
ble Barton cut through red tape and the conventions of society to aid in 
“stanching blood and feeding fainting men” in “the open field between 
the bullet and the hospital.” Around midnight, after a day’s fighting at the 
1862 Battle of Second Manassas, Barton appeared with a wagonload of 
supplies drawn by a four-mule team. An exhausted surgeon acknowledged 
her arrival by stating, “I thought that night if heaven ever sent out . . . an 
angel, she must be one because her assistance was so timely.”

Barton wrote of her first experience on the battlefield: “All night we 
made up compresses and slings, and bound up and wet wounds when we 
could get water and fed what we could in terror lest someone’s candle fall 
into the hay and consume us all.”

Three weeks later, learning that another battle was imminent in western 
Maryland, Barton and four teamsters raced to the scene. She arrived in the 
midst of the Battle of Antietam—America’s bloodiest day. Barton imme-
diately went to work in a farmhouse converted into a field hospital. With 
no authority or training, she distributed food and water, assisted surgeons 
with amputations, dressed wounds, and comforted the dying. She was so 
close to the front lines that a bullet passed through her sleeve and killed 
the soldier she was tending. For three days she remained steadfastly at her 
duties, with but a single nap. An admiring surgeon pronounced her “an 
independent Sanitary Commission of one.”

Barton displayed the same devotion to duty in December at the Battle of 
Fredericksburg, where she nursed alongside poet Walt Whitman. Then the 
Sanitary Commission curbed her activities. The woman was assuming too 
much responsibility and acquiring too much recognition, it claimed. Barton 
was transferred to tend ill soldiers in the siege of Charleston, South Carolina. 

This was the low point in her life. Barton sank into deep depression, 
which was finally broken in the spring of 1864 when she was recalled to 
Virginia to give nursing aid to General Benjamin Butler’s Army of the 
James. There she remained until the end of the war.

Barton’s postwar contributions were equally outstanding. She established 
a bureau to collect names of Federal soldiers missing in action. She began 
painstakingly recording the names of thousands of Union dead at the prison 

Showing tremendous valor under fire, Barton saved countless soldiers’ lives. 
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indictment against slavery and racism. Awesome in appearance, Douglass 
was a huge man with hair slung back to his shoulders and intense blazing 
eyes. Walt Whitman described his voice as “splendid, loud, clear and 
sonorous, which would make itself heard in the largest open air assembly.”

The ex-slave pulled no punches in his pleas for black freedom. As early 
as 1845, he said, “I do not remember to have ever met a slave who could 
tell his birthday.” A dozen years later, as war clouds loomed on the hori-
zon, Douglass exclaimed: “If there is no struggle, there is no progress. 
Those who profess to favor freedom and yet depreciate agitation, are men 
who want crops without plowing up the ground, they want rain without 
thunder and lightning, they want the ocean without the awful roar of its 
many waters.”

By 1860, Douglass was a symbol for his cause, one who “reached the 
minds and hearts of white people more effectively than any other man 
of his race.” He violently opposed any last-minute compromises with 
pro-secession Southerners. “If the Union can only be maintained by new 
concessions to the slaveholders [and] a new drain on the negro’s blood,” 
he shouted, “then let the Union perish!”

(Incredibly, Douglass never lost “a common sense of attachment” to the 
South. “Nothing but an intense love of personal freedom keeps us [fugitive 
slaves] from the South.” More than once, he referred to Maryland as his 
“own dear native soil.”)

Douglass regarded the Civil War as a moral crusade to end slavery. He 
relentlessly urged Lincoln to issue a pronouncement of freedom. “War 
for the destruction of liberty must be met with war for the destruction of 
slavery.” Even after Lincoln announced the Emancipation Proclamation 
in 1862, Douglass was not satisfied. He wanted the black man to be able 
to demonstrate his worthiness to the Union.

He helped organize the 54th Massachusetts, the first all-black regiment 
in the Union armies. His eldest son was a recruit. Thereafter, Douglass 
became the point man in the recruitment of some 180,000 ex-slaves into 
the Northern armies. “Douglass’s Boys” bore out his expectations and were 
a key factor in ultimate Union victory.

Portraits of Douglass (center) and his intellectual contemporaries  
are juxtaposed with scenes of plantation life.
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OPPOSITE: A photo titled “Freedom’s Banner” shows a young former slave  
from New Orleans with the American flag. 

epilogue

SHOULD AULD  
ACQUAINTANCE 

BE FORGOT

The long war came to an abrupt end once the Union pres-
ident and the two great Southern armies had died. A reborn 
nation tottered to its feet and staggered toward what would 

come next. Decades passed before a lasting peace settled. The journey 
to a united nation was sometimes bumpy, sometimes torturous. After 
all, four years of violent, family-splitting, incalculably bloody war had 
created deep fissures. Three-quarters of a million relatives and friends had 
perished in battles, in prisons, and from a dozen types of lethal illnesses. 
Another half million soldiers stumped about on wooden legs, stood with 
empty sleeves, or were so physically crippled and mentally incapacitated 
that they were useless in rebuilding anything but memories.

Survivors of blue and gray returned to a world far different from the one 
they left when war began. Northerners came home to a land throbbing 
with forward-looking activity. The war had unleashed forces that gathered 
strength yearly—including business consolidations, rapid industrializa-
tion, the spread of railroads, and western expansion. These new challenges 
slowly began to whittle away at the older tales of suffering and glory.
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Ex-Confederates, on the other hand, returned home to desolation and emp-
tiness. Metropolitan areas such as Atlanta, Charleston, Columbia, Mobile, 
New Orleans, and Richmond were stockpiles of utter destruction. Homes, 
farms, buildings, bridges, roads, factories, shipping ports, and rail lines were 
gone. Fields that once blossomed were now overgrown in weeds. Law and 
order was nonexistent. Hunger and want plagued a shattered population.

To compound the problems, hundreds of thousands of freed blacks 
wandered through the countryside in restless migration. Former slaves 
owned nothing because they had received only freedom.

Atop wartime defeat and devastation came Reconstruction. The 1867–
1876 military occupation of the South fueled former Confederates’ 
flames of anger. Recovery was long and bitter. By the 1870s the South 
had wrapped a cloak of respectability around its participation in the Civil 
War. The struggle for them was the “Lost Cause.”

According to its tenets, the South had been forced into war to protect 
its constitutional rights. Confederates were Christians who had fought for 
a just cause. Northerners were tyrannical invaders who waged war indis-
criminately and destructively against innocent civilians as well as against 
opposing military forces, and they won only because of an overwhelming 
superiority in manpower and material. The rationale helped make defeat 
acceptable and the future less oppressive.

Somehow, through the harsh words and political machinations, surviv-
ing soldiers of North and South put their lives back together. More than 
1.5 million Union veterans were hailed as “saviors of the Union.” A half 
million ex-Confederates became “keepers of the faith” in the South.

Brotherhoods born in battle matured into postwar fraternal orders. The 
largest Union organization was the Grand Army of the Republic. With 
chapters scattered across the nation, and a peak membership of 425,000 
members, it became a powerful political and social bloc.

Southern veterans, on an understandably smaller scale, founded the 
United Confederate Veterans, which likewise evolved into a regionally 
potent weapon. Like the Grand Army of the Republic, the United Con-
federate Veterans lobbied hard for soldiers’ pensions and other benefits. A certificate of Union service identifies veterans and praises their sacrifice. 
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Both associations pressured state legislatures and solicited private funds 
for battlefield monuments to mark critical points in the fighting, coura-
geous leaders, and even beloved animals who were regimental mascots. 
The impoverished South could not keep pace in quantity, but the sincerity 

and intent was as devoted as that of “the other side.” General Lawrence 
Chamberlain beautifully expressed the underlying purpose of such memo-
rials at an 1888 monument dedication at Gettysburg:

In great deeds, something abides. On great fields, something 
stays. Forms change and pass; bodies disappear, but spirits linger 
to consecrate ground for the vision-place of souls. And reverent 
men and women from afar, and generations that know us not 
and that we know not of, heart-drawn to see where and by whom 
great things were suffered and done for them, shall come to this 
deathless field, to ponder and dream, and lo! the shadow of a 
mighty presence shall wrap them in its bosom, and the power of 
the vision [shall] pass into their souls.

As the Civil War passed into history, former enemies found themselves 
linked in what The Red Badge of Courage author Stephen Crane called “a 
mysterious fraternity.” They were bound by shared sympathies for the 
younger men they once were and for the sacrifices they made. Of all the 
thoughts of that war, those remembrances offered the least controversial 
ground upon which they could relate. Many began to realize that they 
had not been enemies at all but brothers in suffering.

This mutual respect was the gateway to a lasting peace in the United 
States. The soldiers would never forget, but they could forgive. They were 
all living reminders of the greatest test of American statehood. The war 
was bigger than individual animosity; human commonality drew them 
together. Johnny Rebs never apologized for what they had done, and Billy 
Yanks never asked them to.

On the west side of Fredericksburg, Virginia, is the site of the 1863 
Battle of Salem Church. One acre is preserved amid blocks of modern 
commercialism. On that little clearing stands a monument to the 23rd 
New Jersey. The bronze plaque on the front side contains the usual tribute: 
“To the memory of our heroic comrades who gave their lives for their 
country’s union on the battlefield.” On the other side of that monument 

Members of the first mixed-race legislature of South Carolina  
are identified on an 1876 card.
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At 6:30 that evening, the president ignited the Eternal Light Peace 
Memorial, whose inscription reads, “Peace Eternal in a Nation United.” 
Seventy years have passed since then, and the flame burns bright.

No event in our history up to that point had received greater media 
coverage than the 1938 reunion. Newspapers, radio, and the telegraph 
were dispatching stories almost hourly. Few events have been more enthu-
siastically and positively reported. Not one negative innuendo appeared; 
that in itself is a journalistic miracle.

Three veterans died during the reunion. Four others died on the way 
home. The remainder faded into history. The last veteran died sometime 
in the 1950s (many families claim the honor).

We say they are all gone now. They are not. The past is forever speaking 
to us, and it speaks with many voices. Those Civil War generations went 
through an indescribable hell to carve a pathway to the future. We are that 
future. The America we know was born in 1865. 2

A total of 1,845 old soldiers hobbled to Gettysburg. Rhode Island was 
the only state not represented. The average age was 92. Sponsors of the 
reunion had ample supplies at hand, save one. The 27 cases of whiskey 
lasted only a day.

Usually the old men did little more than sit, talk, listen, and recall what 
they could. Emotions ran deep throughout the four days. Men in their 
nineties struggled to sing wartime favorites such as “The Yellow Rose of 
Texas” and “Eatin’ Goober Peas.” Almost inevitably, they would end up 
singing a melody meaningful for the occasion: “And here’s a hand, my 
trusty friend / And give me a hand o’thine / We’ll take a cup of kindness 
yet / To days of auld lang syne.”

On July 3, President Franklin Roosevelt stood before an audience esti-
mated at 400,000 people. He looked down at the front section, where old 
men sat wearing hats, stiff collars, and holding canes. Roosevelt said, “All of 
them we honor, not asking under which flag they fought then—thankful 
that they stand together under one flag now.”

The Eternal Light Peace Memorial on Oak Hill honors  
North and South with a continuously burning flame.
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